the ultimate in handle-free design
featuring seamless soft45™ doors
Exclusive technology and market-leading New Zealand innovation combine
to create stunning handle-free design. Backed by extensive research and
development, the unique soft45™ panel delivers the signature uninterrupted
lines of the minimal range –elegant, subtle and sophisticated.
• Premium cabinetry range featuring the unique, soft45™doors. Subtly
rounded, the continuous pull-edge creates a seamless, moisture proof barrier
• 60 customisable specialty cabinets include integrated soft-close drawers,
soft-close doors, colour-matched cabinet edging, LeMans and Magic Corner
solutions
• Peace of mind from the superior combination of European laminates and
New Zealand made board, bonded together with PUR glue –the gold
standard in UV, heat, and moisture resistance
minimal -available in selected ultratouch and ultragloss finishes
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featuring seamless soft45™ doors and drawers
Clean, stylish, uninterrupted symmetry is the signature style of the minimal range. The secret lies
in the integration of the unique soft45™
pull-edge doors with the premium cabinetry
range. Together these two elements combine to
create the timeless, elegant, handle-free look
that will always be in demand.
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the ultimate in handle-free design
featuring seamless soft45™ doors and drawers
Advanced technology and market-leading New
Zealand innovation delivers the continuous, subtly rounded soft45™pull-edge in premium gloss
and matt laminates. This all important seamless
edge–superior to joined or mitred alternatives–
eliminates dirt traps, and creates the ideal moisture proof barrier.
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the ultimate in handle-free design
The premium cabinetry range has been created
from an extensive design program to showcase
the minimal style. Sixty cabinets feature fully
adjustable dimensions, integrated soft-close
drawers, soft-close doors, colour-matched
cabinet edging, and Lemans and Magic Corner
solutions.
ask for the best - European laminate

on New Zealand made board

ask for the best - European laminate on New Zealand made board
New Zealand makes the world’s best low emission MDF board, sourced from our sustainable
plantation forests. ultragloss and ultratouch laminates from Europe’s most innovative supplier are
PUR bonded onto the board by TDC Manufacturing -the pioneer of PUR Laminating in
New Zealand. PUR bonding is the industry gold standard for moisture and heat resistance. The
end result is a surface more durable and UV-resistant than paint or vinyl, ensuring complete peace
of mind.
ultratouch finishes
ultratouch

pure white

ultragloss finishes

ultratouch

tungsten

ultratouch

black

ultragloss

pure white

ultragloss

tungsten

ultragloss

black
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